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I. INTRODUCTION'
1. COMPANY LAW

l.a. Swiss Company Law has remained basically unchanged since 1936. It is a
very liberal law based upon classical concepts and has not been Influenced by modern tendencies to give power to third parties such as employees, labour unions or govemmental agencies.

T^e law of the joint stock corporation ('Aktiengesellschaft' or 'AG'/'Societ6 anonyme' or 'SA') is drafted very flexibly so that the form of the
joint stock corporation can be adapted by by-laws and contracts to the
specific purposes of the shareholders. In particular the Anglo-American

One Board system can be provided for as well as the German system of a
Managing and Supervisory Board.

A commission has recently been discussing the necessity of revising the
law ofthe Swissjoint stock corporation.It is still an open question whether
there will be changes, which in any case will not become effective before

1985 and will not change the basic concept of the present legislation.
1.b. Although^ there are several forms of business organizations in Switzer
land the joint stock corporation is virtually the only one used by foreign
investors. It is by far the form which is most preferred by Swiss investors
and business men.

The joint stock corporation serves the purposes of both the privately
held as well as the publicly held entity. While it is true that in Swiss law

the limited liabiUty Company ('Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung' or
'GmbH'/'Societe ä responsabilite limitee' or 'Särl') exists, it is rarely
used.';^e joint stock corporation typically is used for the same purposes
for which the limited liability Company is used in the Federal Republic
of Germany.

The overwhelming importance of the joint stock corporation is illustrated by the fact that today more than 100,000 joint stock corporations
exist in Switzerland (compared to only about 2,000 in the Federal Re

public of Germany), whereas only some 3,000 limited liability compames are registered in Switzerland.

The following survey therefore deals almost exclusively with the joint
stock corporation.
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2. TAXATION LAWS

2 a Switzerland is a Federal State (Confederation) of 26 cantons (or halfcantons) and some 3,000 municipaüties. In the past each canton has
been fully sovereign. Today the cantons still enjoy a remarkable degree

of political and fiscal sovereignty. Federalism and regional socio-cultural

individuaUsm continue to play an important role and therefore are a
reality in Switzerland's everyday life.

The Swiss tax system is a mirror of Swiss federalism. The major taxes are

levied at three levels of Government: Confederation, cantons andmuni-

cipalities (in a few cantons even the districts are entitled to inipose
taxes). Unlike other federalistic countries, the cantonal and municipal

income taxes ordinarily represent a heavier bürden for the Swiss taxpayer than the Federal income tax.

2.b. Each canton has its own tax code with sometimes quite different rules
on the determination of the tax base, exclusions, deductions, rates, and
the like which enormously complicates the taxation system. Mso withm

a specific canton the tax rates may vary considerably depending on the

rate of the applicable municipal tax. The cantonal and municipal tax
rates may periodically be adjusted to conform to budgetary needs.
2.C. A concrete project has been made formally to harmonize the Federal and

cantonal tax codes (the rates and allowances would, however, remain at
the discretion of each tax jurisdiction). Due to differing opinions on
some issues and the relatively slow pace of the political and legislative

process in Switzerland, it is difficult to predict whether and when this
will be realized.

II. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
A. TheVehicle
1. THE WHOLLY-OWNED ENTERPRISE
La. THEBRANCH^

lii.(i) Setting-up a brauch of a foreign enterprise in Switzerland
1.a.(i)I. The regislration of the first Swiss brauch of a foreign Company
cori-espönds to the registration of a Swiss main office with regard to form and
Content.

. , ^„

This means that the application for registration must contam the followmg
information:

- the date of the Articles of Association,

— the name and registered office of the Company,

2. The survey deals only with Swiss branches of non-resident enterprises.
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- the object and purpose of the Company and its duration if the Articles of
Association contain a Provision referring to this point,

- the par-value of the share capital as stated in the Articles of Association,
the amount paid in the par-value of each share,

- the classes of shares, whether registered or bearer shares, and any preferential rights benefiting a particular class of shares,
- the identity and value attributable to contributions in kind and the nature

and value of any benefits attributed to the founders of the Company,
- the manner in which the Company is to be represented,
- the names, addresses and nationality of the members of the Board of

Directors and the persons authorized to represent the Company,

- the form in which the company's official Statements are pubhshed and, if
provided in the Articles of Association, the form in which communications are to be made by the Board of Directors to the shareholders.
(Information regarding the form and pubhcation of such official State

ments need not be given if the foreign law under which the Company is
formed does not require such provisions).

The application shall be Ttiadc by the Bourd of Directofs of the Company. If
The Board of Directors consists of more than one person,then the Chairman of
the Board or his deputy and the Secretary or a second member of the Board
of Directors must sign the apphcation.

The application must be accompanied by the following documents:
- an excerpt from the Commercial Register in the district of the main office

or — if there is no Commercial Register there — an official document (e.g.
a 'Certificate of Good Standing') confirming the regulär existence of the
Company (according to the law where the main office is situated). This
document must imply that the Company corresponds in substance to a

Swiss joint stock corporation and that it is a legal entity according to the
law at the place of its main office;

- if the document mentioned heretofore does not refer to the paid-in capi
tal, then a notarized certification of the amount of the paid-in capital
must be enclosed;

- a copy of the Articles of Association CStatuten'/'statuts'), which must be

certified by the Commercial Register at the place of the main office, by
another governmental authority or by a notary public;

- the apphcation must contain a notarized certification of the family names,
first names, place of domicile and nationahty (in case of Swiss Citizens
their place of citizenship) of ah members of the Board of Directors or

notarized excerpts from the minutes of the election of the Board;
- an excerpt of the minutes of the competent organ of the Company autho-

rizing the creation of the branch, specifying the person or persons autho
rized to represent the branch and approving the manner in which they will
sign for it (individually or jointly);

- since a branch must, according to Swiss law, have a certain independence
(competence to engage in its own business, its own management, separate
accounts and recording), the Commercial Register usuahy requires some
evidence in this regard;

- if the branch has no office of its own at the place of its location, then the
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application shall indicate with whom it is domiciled at such location.
In this case, a written confirmation by the person or Company with which
the branch shall be domiciled is requested.

If the documentation is in a foreign language, it must be translated. The
translation should be certified by a swom translator or by a private person
who fully masters both languages.
. ce •
The documents are to be legälized by a diplomatic representative of Switzer-

land or, in the case of countries which have adhered to the Convention Abolishing the Requirement of Legalization of Foreign Public Documents dated
October 5,1961,to be accomplished by a Certificate (Apostille).
1.a.(i)2. If the foreign Company already has a branch in Switzerland, then
further branches must be registered in the same way as branches of Swiss
companies.

This means that thtfollowing information must beflled with the Commercial
Register for the canton or district in which the new branch is located:

- the legal nature, the name and the place or residence of the main office,
- the Statement that the main office is registered in the Commercial Register

at the place of its residence (provided that a Commercial Register exists at
the place of such residence),
- the name and the place of residence of the branch,
- the nature of the business or the purpose of the Company,

- Special provisions which only apply to the branch,

- the persons authorized to represent the branch, together with any provi
sions limiting their signatory power to the scope of business of the branch
(if such limitations exist) and their method of signing,
- the business address of the branch.

The formation of the new branch must also be registered in the Commercial
Register at the place of the first branch.

l.a.(i)3. The business name of the Swiss branch of a foreign comp^y must
comply with the requirements of the applicable foreign law. In addition the
name of the Swiss branch must comply with the Swiss law on business names.

In particular misleading names and terms that serve only advertising purposes
are prohibited. Territorial and regional additions are authorized as business
designations only if they are justifled by Special circumstances.

Moreover, the Company name of the branch must be clearly distinguishable
from any Company name already registered in Switzerland.

Basically, the branch must use the same cpmpany name as that of the main

Office and it must contain the location of the main office, the location of the
branch and its specific designation as a branch. Further, branches may make
additions to the Company name if these additions apply only to the branch.

1.a.(ii) Organization of the branch of a foreign enterprise in Switzerland

l.a.(ii)l. A duly authorized Swiss resident having authority to represent the
Swiss branch must be appointed. The authorized person need not be a Swiss
Citizen. The authorization implies ex lege all legal acts that may arise within

the scope of the company's purpose. The authorization may be limited, however, to the scope of the branch office's business.
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1.a.(ii)2. The registration of a branch confers jurisdiction over the business
activities ofsuch branch on the court of the branch's location in addition to

the jurisdiction of the court where the main place of business is registered.
With regard to the branch's liabilities, the Swiss branch is subject to Swiss
bankruptcy proceedings which have to be instituted at the registered location
of the branch. However, divergent clauses in international treaties remain
reserved, such as the one in the Convention which Switzerland entered into

with France in 1869 (Convention entre la Suisse et la France sur la compötence judiciaire et I'execution des jugements en matidre civile).
Bankruptcy proceedings at the location of the main office do not embrace the
assets of the Swiss branch.

1.a.(ii)3. According to Swiss law,the legal entity as a whole is liable for legal
acts as well as for damages for unlawful acts committed within the scope of
the business of the branch.

Whether Directors are personälly liable can be decided either according to the
law goveming the legal entity as such or according to Swiss law. According to
Swiss law all Directors, managers or auditors are responsible to the Company
as well as to the individual shareholders and creditors of the Company for any
damages caused intentionally or negligently by a breach of their fiduciary
duty. However, Claims of shareholders and of the company's creditors are
restricted or impossible as long as the Company or its branch has not been
declared bankrupt.

1.a.(ii)4. Accounting and auditing requirements must be in accordance with

the law goveming the Company. No publication of accounts is required.
l.b. THE SUBSIDIARY

As mentioned before, no differentiation is made between the privately and
publicly held Company. For both of them the form of the Joint stock corporation is used, although Swiss law provides also for the form of the limited
liability Company.

l.b.(i) Incorporation

1.b.(i)l. At the time of incorporation there must be at least three sharehold

ers who have subscribed for the whole amount of share capital.(Immediately
after registration, however, the shares can be held by only one shareholder).
The minimum initial share capital is 50,000 Swiss francs of which at least 20

percent or 20,000 Swiss francs (whichever is greater) must be deposited in an
escrow account before the Company can be incorporated.

The incorporation meeting takes place in the presence of a notary public. The
Company then must be registered in the Commercial Register.

l.b.(i)2. A Special detailed written report must be issued by the foundersif
some or all of the shares are paid for by contributions in kind.

However, there is no requirement of an official or private appraisal of such
contributions in kind; the philosophy of the law is that such contributions
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should be made publicly known by reference in the Articles of Association

and by the report, but that it is up to the creditors or potential shareholders
to decide whether or not the value attributed to such contributions is adequate.

1.b.(i)3• The above mentioned rules apply to incorporations in one act. There
are specific rules for incorporations by successive subscriptions which attempt
better to protect the investing 'outside' shareholder. However, since virtually
all incorporations take place in one act, these rules are rarely applicable. In
fact in Order to form a widely-held Company, a bank or related Company

usually subscribes to all of the shares and then resells these shares to the
ultimate shareholders. If this procedure is applied then the rules for incorpora
tions by successive subscriptions need not be complied with.
1.b.(ii) Organization

1.b.aOl. Share capital and shares
Share capital

The share capital must be fully subscribed before the incorporation of the
Company. The capital may be increased subsequently by decisions of a Gener
al Meeting. Such increases require an amendment to the Articles of Associa
tion. The capital may also be decreased by decision of the General Meeting of
shareholders, subject to detailed rules which ensure that such decreases may
not be made to the detriment of creditors.
Shares

The shares must have a par value ofat least 100 Swiss francs.

With regard to the transfer of shares, one can distinguish between bearer
shares (Tnhaberaktien'/'actions au porteur' which are freely transferable by
simple delivery; the holder of the share certificate is recognized as the owner
of the share) and registered iÄaresCNamenaktien'/'actions nominatives' which
are transferable by endorsement and delivery of the title. The Company must

keep a shareholders' register in which all registered shares and their owners are
recorded, and it will accept as registered shareholders only the persons re
gistered as such).

The Articles of Association may provide that the transfer of registered shares

is subject to approval by the Board ofDirectors or by the General Meeting of
shareholders. Such approval can be refused for specific reasons (such as the
buyer's nationality) or without disclosure of the reasons thereof. According to
the practice of the Swiss Federal Court, the buyer of a registered share who is
not registered has no voting right but remains entitled to dividends and liquidation proceeds.

Besides ordinary shares ('Stammaktien'/'actions ordinaires'), there may be

preference shares ('Vorzugsaktien'/'actions privildgides') which have priority in
the distribution of dividends or liquidation proceeds and voting shares('Stimm-

rechtsaktien'/'actions ä droit de vote privildgid') which have increased voting
power.
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If the share capital is increased, shareholders are entitled to subscribe for new

shares proportionally to their previous holding. This pre-emptive right can be
excluded for overriding purposes. Share ownership by employees, for example, is acknowledged as such an overriding purpose.

Apart from shares, a Swiss corporation can provide for ownership participation in the form of non-voting profit sharing certiflcates. Although such
certificates originally were intended to facilitate fmancial reorganizations
(creditors would waive their Claims on exchange for such certificates), they
have become a widely üsed financial instrument intended to attract nonvoting capital.

The legal provisions for the issue of such certificates are extremely flexible:
There is no minimum par value nor any other specific restriction.
1.b.(ii)2. Organs of the joint stock corporation
There are three necessary organs of the Company:
— the General Meetings of Shareholders,
— the Board of Directors,
—

the Auditors.

l.b.(ii)3. The general meeting ofshareholders

The General Meeting is called the 'Supreme Organ' of the Company. It is
supreme, however, only to the extent that the most important powers are
assigned to it and that it elects the two other organs. The General Meeting is
not entitled to interfere with the specific tasks of the other two organs.

An ordinary General Meeting must be held every year and Extraordinary
Meetings can be held whenever appropriate. There are no legal distinctions
between ordinary and extraordinary Meetings.

The Meetings must be called by the Board of Directors at least 10 days in
advance, either by individual notice or by publication.

Basically, resolutions are passed and elections are held by an absolute majority
of the shares represented at the meeting; there is no requirement of a mini
mum representation. Exceptions (qualified representation and qualified

quora) do exist for important decisions, such as the amendment of the pur
pose clause, extension of the company's scope of business within its purpose,
mergers, change of name, transfer of the company's legal domicile, etc.
Each shareholder can be represented at a General Meeting by a person of bis
choice. In the case of bearer shares, the bearer will qualify as the shareholder.
In the case of registered shares, a written power of attomey is necessary.
Unlike German law, banks are not restricted from representing shareholders

(Depotstimmrecht). In publicly held companies, the General Meetings are
usually controlled by the votes represented by banks. The banks vote accord-

ing to a Gentleman's Agreement and normally in favour of the proposals of
the Board.

l.b.(ii)4. The board ofdirectors

The Board of Directors is composed of one or more members, all of whom
must be shareholders. It is generally accepted in Swiss legal doctrine, how
ever, that Board members are only formal and not beneficial owners of their

shares and that they act in a fiduciary capacity. In fact in most foreign con519

trolled Swiss companies lawyers, bankers and other businessmen act as Board
members bound by a fiduciary relaticn to the foreign shareholder.
If the Board consists of a Single member,it must be a Swiss Citizen resident in
Switzerland. If it is composed of more than one member, the majority must
be Swiss Citizens resident in Switzerland. (The Swiss Federal Coxmcil may

grant exceptions to this rule for holding companies if the majority ofthe enterprises held are located in foreign countries).
The Board has the duty and power to conduct the business of the Company. It
is authorized to decide all matters which are not delegated or reserved to the
General Meeting or other corporate bodies.

Meetings of the Board are convened as often as may be considered necessary

by its chairman. Every member can require that such a Meeting shall be called.
If the corporation has different classes of shares, then each class has a right to
at least one representative on the Board. This rule applies when legally differ
ent classes exist and not when minority groups merely have different interests.

Swiss law provides for only one Board whose Directors are jointly responsible
for the management and representation of the Company. However,the Articles
of Association or other Company regulations may authorize the General Meet
ing of shareholders or the Board of Directors to delegate the management,or
any part thereof, and the representation of the Company to one or more persons who are members of the Board of Directors (managing Directors) or to

third persons who need not be shareholders (managers). This allows to create
an organization similar either to the German system of'Aufsichtsrat'and 'Vor
stand' or to the American Board system.
l.b.(ii)5. Auditors

The General Meeting has to elect one or more Auditors who do not have to be
shareholders.

.

The Auditors need not have any Professional qualifications. A report by m-

dependent Professional Auditors is required, however, for economically important corporations, and in practice virtually all of the larige Swiss corporations are audited by bookkeeping experts.

The Auditors must conduct an examination to determine that the Statement

of Profit and loss and the balance sheet agree with the books and that the
business results and financial Position as represented in the fmancial State

ments comply with the legal requirements. The courts are insisting more and
more that the examination be not merely a formal one: According to the

present court interpretations, the Auditors must also examine whether the
Statements are correct in substance or not. In particular, they are required to
determine that the principal assets of the Company exist and their stated value
does not exceed their actual value as of the date of the balance sheet.
l.b.(ii)6. Accounting and publication ofaccounts
Ihe annual accounts must be prepared according to generally recognized commercial principles. They must be expressed in Swiss francs.

Few specific provisions regulate the preparation of an AG's balance sheet and
profit and loss statement. For example, contrary to German law, the Swiss
law does not prescribe a scheme of how the annual statement should be
broken down.
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informational value of the annual accounts of most of Swiss companies is
inipaired to a large degree by the possibility of creating and dissolving undisclosed reserves. The creation of undisclosed reserves by the management is
allowed to the extent appropriate to ensure the continued prosperity of the
Company or to distribute dividends as equally as possible throughout the
years.

The Board of Directors must submit to the General Meeting a written annual
report on the Company's financial Position andtheresultsofitsactivities. Since

no specific rules exist to regulate the contents of such reports, they often do
not provide any further information.

Except for banks, there is no Obligation whatsoever to inform the public. Upon the request of a proven creditor, a Company must disciose, however, its
profit and loss Statement and its balance sheet as approved by the company's
shareholders.

l.b.(ii)7. Rights and duties ofshareholders
A shareholder's sole duty to the Company is to pay for his shares in füll. A
Swiss shareholder has typical shareholder rights, such as:
— the right to vote,

— the right to attend General Meetings and to discuss any topics on the
Agenda,

— a (limited) right to information,

— the right to contest in court resolutions of the General Meeting (but not
of the Board), if such resolutions are against the law or the Articles of Association,

— the right to hold Board Members, Management, Auditors, Founders and
Liquidators liable for a breach of their fiduciary duties,
— the right to receive dividends,

— the pre-emptive right to purchase newly issued shares, and
— the right to a proportionate share of the proceeds upon liquidation.

Minority interests have little protection under Swiss law because the Supreme
Court tends to give preference to the interest of the Company which, according to the Court, is usually expressed in the decision of the majority.
It should be stressed that the information available to a minority shareholder
is limited in Switzerland. He is not entitled to inspect the books or correspondence of the Company and he can obtain specific information only to the
extent that business secrets will not be divulged.
l.b.(ii)8. Groups ofcompanies

No specific provisions for groups of companies exist in Swiss law; a Company
which belongs to a group is treated like an independent Company.

1.b.(iii) Checklist for the establishment of a subsidiary

In Order to achieve the incorporation of a Swiss subsidiary, the following
checklist should be followed:

— canton and city of incorporation,
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- name of the Company,

- purpose clause of the Articles of Association (can be drafted in a rather
broad way),

- amount of the subscribed and of the initial paid-up capital,

- nature of shares (registered or bearer shares), their number and nominal
value,

- names, addresses and nationalities of Incorporators and original Shareholders with number of shares held,

^ . t.

- number, name, address and nationality of the members of the Board as
well as of the Managers,

- number, name and address of the Auditors,
- duration of terms of office for members of the Board and Auditors,
- duration of the Business year,

- authorized signatures for the Company,

- will there be an active office in Switzerland and, if so, what activities will
it engage in,
- residence and address of the Company.

I.e. OTHER FORMS OF BUSINESS ORGANEATIONS

1.c.(i) 'Numerus dausus'of forms of organizations legally provided for
Swiss law provides a limited number of forms of organization for commercial
as well as for noncommercial purposes:
- Einfache Gesellschaft
/ Societe simple

- Kollektivgesellschaft

/ Societe en nom collectif

- Kommanditgesellschaft
- Aktiengesellschaft

/ Societe en commandite
/ Societe anonyme

- Kommanditaktiengesell-

schaft

/ Societe en commandite par actions

- Gesellschaft mit be

schränkter Haftung
- Genossenschaft
- Verein

/ Societe ä responsabilite limitee
/ Societe coopörative
/ Association.

1.c.(ii) Siirvey on the varlous forms

l.c.aOl. Partnership ('Einfache Gesellschaft'!'Societe simple')
This is an extremely flexible form used for all kinds of commercial and
noncommercial purposes of a rather simple or transitory character. It can be
established and dissolved without any formalities and is not registered in the
Commercial Register.

The Partnership (it creates less intensive relations between the partners than
the British partnership) is not a legal entity. Every partner is personally liable
for the obligations of the Partnership.

l.c.(ii)2. General commercial partnership ('Kollektivgesellschaft'j
'Societe en nom collectif)

The General Commercial Partnership is an organization suitable to carry on a

commercial enterprise by two or more partners who must all be individuals.
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The General Commercial Partnership (it corresponds more or less to the
British partnership) can be established and dissolved without formalities but
must be registered in the Commercial Register.

The General Commercial Partnership is not considered to be a legal entity, but

treated as such to a certain degree in its relations to third parties: It has its
own business name, can enter into contracts, can sue and be sued and owns
assets in its own name. If such assets are not sufficient to cover its liabilities
each Partner is personally liable.

'

l.c.fii)3. Limitedpartnership ('Kommanditgesellschaft/'Societe
en commandite')

This is a modified form of the General Commercial Partnership in which one
or more Partners have limited liability (up to a specified amount recorded in

Commercial Register). These limited liability Partners can be other than

individuals such as legal entities. They have no duty or right to manage the
Partnership.

l.c.(ii)4. Joint stock corporation ('Aktiengesellschaft'. 'AG'l'Societe
anonyme', 'SA')

This form has been dealt with in some detail in section 1.2. heretofore. It is by
far the most important form of doing business in Switzerland.

l.c.(ii)5. Partnership limited by shares('Kommenditaktiengesellschaft'[
'Societe en commandite par actions')
This is a combination between the joint stock corporation and the General
Commercial Partnership which is of no practical importance in Switzerland.

l.c.(ii)6. Limited liability Company('Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung',
'GmbH'!'Societe a responsabUite limitee', 'SARL)
This form has been created as the 'corporation of the small man'. It was
copied from German law and introduced into Swiss law in 1936.

Its functions correspond (or should correspond) to the role of the private
Company or the dose corporation.

Unlike the Situation in the Federal Republic of Germany, the GmbH has
extremely lirnited commercial importance in Switzerland where it is typical to
establish a Joint Stock Corporation for small and one-man companies.

l.c.(ii)7. Cooperative association (Genossenschaft'/'Socidte cooperative')
This corporation is designed to achieve commercial benefits by the cooperation of its members.

Cooperative associations, in particular agricultural and consumer cooperatives,
play an important role in Swiss economy. However, they are not a suitable
Instrument for a foreign investor.

l.c.(ii)8. Association ('Verein'/'Association')

The association is a legal entity designed for noncommercial purposes and
legally limited to such purposes. Nevertheless, it plays an important role as a
form of organization for Professional organizations, workers' unions and cartels.
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l.c.(n)9. Investmentfund('Anlagefonds'!'Fondsd'Investissement)
It should be noted that a Special law for Investment funds exists whicn nas tne

protection of Investors as its exclusive goal. The law applies only to Invest

ment funds that are organized on a contractual basis, but not to Investment
clubs and similar groups.

2. THE JOINT VENTURE
2.a. THE JOINTLY-OWNED COMPANY

2.a.(i) Shareholder agreements

According to Swiss legal doctrine and court practice, shareholder agreements
and in particular voting arrangements are legal. They do not bind the Compa
ny, however, but only bind the shareholders that are parties to the ägreement.

Thus, votes Ust in violation of a shareholder ägreement must be recognized as

valid'by the Company. The only remedy for the other parties to the ägreement
is to Claim damages.

In practice various possibilities exist to ensure compliance with sh^eholders

agreements such as penalty clauses and the deposit of the shares with a third
person.

2.a.(ii) Minority rigjits

2 a.(ii)I The Joint Stock Corporation is govemed by majority rules: unless

otherwise provided for by law or Articles of Association, the absolute major
ity of votes represented at a General Meeting of shareholders is sufficient to
pass resolutions and determine elections.

t.- t, u

The Supreme Court has upheld majority decisions even in cases in which the
majority has disregarded legitimate interests of a minority.

The power of the majority is Umited by certain vested rights (see section
2.a.(ii)2.) and by certain rights of minorities(see section 2.a.(iii)3).

2.a.(ii)2. The law specifies the following vested rights Cwohlerworbene Rechte'/'droits acquis') (those of which shareholders cannot be deprived without
their consent): the right to take part in General Meetings of shareholders,
voting rights, the right to contest an illegal decision of the General Meeting in

court, right to dividends and to share in the liquidation proceeds. The Articles
of Association can contain further vested rights.

2.a.(ii)3. Minority rights are contained in the provisions which reqioire certain
quora or a minimal representation of shares for decisions of the General
Meeting of shareholders which are of specific importance (see section l.b.(ii)3.
heretofore).

Further minority rights are:

,

^ *1, f

- the right of one or more shareholders representing at least one-tenth ot

the capital stock to require the calling of a General Meeting of stockholders,
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- the right of shareholders representing at least one-fifth of the capital stock
to request the dissolution of the Company for valid reasons by a court
ruling,

a group of shareholders can also be entitled to a representative on the
Board of Directors, see section 1.b.(ii)4. heretofore.
2.b. CONSORTIA

According to Swiss law, the partnership is the legal form for consortia. See
section I.e.(11)1. heretofore.
2.C. OTHERFORMS

No legal provlslons exlst wlth regard to management contracts. Such contracts
are not very common In Swltzerland and to what degree they are valld has not
fully been clarlfied by court declslons.

B. External Controls
1. EXCHANGE CONTROLS

1.a. Swltzerland has tradltlonally been a net exporter ofcapital and It functlons, at the same tlme, as a wldely recognlzed International financlal centre.
In vlew of the generally low Interest rates Swltzerland has been confronted

from tlme to tlme wlth the problem of shleldlng the country's llmlted finan
clal resources agalnst large borrowlngs by non-resldents and upwards pressures
on domestlc interest rates. Therefore, Swltzerland follows a firmly entrenched
poücy to control the more Important Channels for capital exports.
The Federal Law on Banks and Savings Banks of 1934/71 sets forth rules wlth
respect to certaln capital export transactlons appllcable, In prlnclple, to banks

and bankhke finance companles. Subject to authorlzatlon are partlcularly
placements of bond Issues by nonresident borrowers exceedlng 10 mllllon
francs and of note Issues exceedlng 3 mllllon francs as well as the grantlng to
non-resldents of bank loans wlth matuiitles exceedlng twelve months and wlth
prlnclpal amounts of 10 mllllon francs or more. The power of authorlzatlon Is
vested In the Swlss National Bank (Centrai Bank).

l.b. Slnce the early slxtles wlth the currency turmoll and the downward
pressure on the US dollar, however, Swltzerland was Increaslngly confronted

wlth the opposite problem of protectlng Its small-slzed domestlc economy and
the Swlss franc agalnst the destablllzlng effects ofexcessive capitalinflows. The
enacted measures such as the Investment ban, restrlctlons on the borrowlng

from non-resldents, negative Interest charges on deposlts by non-resldents,
Umltatlon on forelgn exchange forward sales to non-resldents have meanwhlle'
gradually been abollshed.

In case of new and heavy currency turbulences re-ehactment of certaln mea
sures cannot be ruled out. The Swlss National Bank has now been equlpped
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with adequate policy instruments in the amended Federal Law on the Swiss
National Bank of 1953/1978. However, Switzerland with its traditional adherence to the principle offreedom ofcapital movements wül certainly foUow
a policy of restraint in enacting new regulatory measures.
1.0. For banks and banklike finance companies some regulations are applica-

ble with respect to financial data reporting requirements. There are also certain controls on issues of capital, bonds and other securities by residents. In
addition an Agreement was concluded in 1977 between the Swiss Nationd
Bank and the resident banks on the observance of care in accepting funds and
on the practising of banking secrecy.
2. TAKE-OVER CONTROLS

Take-over controls do not exist in Swiss law. The introduction of a duty to

register planned mergers with the Cartel Commission is presently bemg discussed, but a change of the present Situation is rather unlikely.
3. ANTI-TRUST PROVISIONS

The Swiss Cartel law does not prohibit cartels as such but only certain abuses
of cartelisation. It imposes far less restrictions than the anti-trust laws of the
Federal Republic of Germany,the United Kingdom or the EC.
The cartel law is presently being revised. The new law (which will not become

effective prior to 1983) is expected to be somewhat tougher, although, again,
still based upon the concept that cartels as such are not illegal.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS AND STATE MONOPOLIES
No particularities can be mentioned with regard to these topics.
III. TAXATION

A. Corporation Tax
1. LEGAL ENTITIES SUBJECT TO TAX
1.a. Resident legal entities

Resident companies and other corporate bodies such as joint stock corpora-

tions ('Aktiengesellschaften' or 'AG'/'soci6tes anonymes' or 'SA'), kmited
liability companies ('Gesellschaften mit beschränkter Haftung' or'GmbH / societes ä responsabüite limitee' or 'Särl') and limited partnerships with shares
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(Komm^dit-AktiengesellschaftenV'societes en commandite par actions')and
cooperative associations ('GenossenschaftenV'societds coopdratives') are subject to the Federal, cantonal and municipal direct taxes on income and capital.

For pu^oses of the Federal direct tax, a Company is considered resident if it
has its 'seat' ('Sitz'/'sidge'), in other words its place of registration in Switzerland (the place of registration must be set down in the Articles of Association
and entered in the Commercial Register).

The cantonal tax laws provide for unlimited tax liability of a Company ordinanly at the place of its registration (seat) or at the place where its effective
management is located.

Under the iritercantonal conflict oftaxation rules, a Company is usually deemed to be resident in the canton where its activities are effectively and regularly
camed on (place of effective management)notwithstanding its formal seat.
1.b. Non-resident legal entities
l.b.(ii). General rules

Generally, non-resident legal entities are subject to a limited Federal, cantonal

and municipal tax liability with respect to income and capital attributable to a
permanent establishment located in Switzerland (see section l.b.(ü));income

Md capital related to immovable property situated in Switzerland; interest
from debts secured by Swiss-situs immovable property and some other less
significant types of income.

For Federal tax purposes, a non-resident legal entity is treated in the same
marmer as the resident legal entity to which it is most similar in legal terms
and factual structure.

Non-resident legal entities with neither economic ties to Switzerland nor in
come from Swiss sources as outlined above are not subject to Swiss taxes with

the exception of dividends and certain interest payments arising in Switzer
land liable to the Federal Anticipatory Tax (see section B).
l.b.(ii). Branches

Under the Federal tax rules a permanent establishment is a fixed place of
business through which a qualitatively or quantitatively essential part of the
business of the enterprise is carried on. The branch ('Zweigniederlassung'/'succursale') is a typical form of permanent establishment through which a non
resident exercises a business activity in Switzerland. It is ordinarily subject to
Federal, cantonal and municipal taxes on income and capital attributable to
the branch located in Switzerland.

On the Federal level, non-resident individuals and partnerships maintaining a
branch in Switzerland are taxed under the rules governing the taxation of

individuals. Non-resident legal entities with a branch in Switzerland are, as
mentioned above, taxed in the same manner as the corresponding resident
legal entity. The tax of the branch is, in principle, levied on that share of total
income (capital) of the whole enterprise which corresponds to the ratio between the factors of the branch and the factors of the whole enterprise. This
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'fractioml ällocation method' is identical to the method used to determme
the income of a permanent estabUshment of a Swiss enterprise located abroad.
Under this concept, a permanent establishment in Switzerland is basically
treated as a part of the whole international enterprise. If the net income of
the permanent establishment exceeds the income of the head office abroad,
the amount taxable in Switzerland may not exceed the total incoine. Con-

versely, if the permanent establishment suffers a loss, a part of the total
income of the enterprise may be attributed to the permanent establislment.
In View of the problems related to the application of this method m fte
international context where the tax authority of one country is offen unable
to obtain complete and reliable data on the total income of an international

enterprise, the Federal Tax Administration ('FTA') recommends the assessment authorities to apply,if necessary,the objective method under which Ae
assessment is carried out on the basis of the results of the branch alone. Ihe
FTA has issued Guidelines for such assessments in its Circular Letter of June

"ITie cantonäl statutory rules on the determination of the income (capitel)
from a Swiss permanent establishment of a non-resident are few; and the
existing rules vary from canton to canton.
2. COMPUTATION OF PROFITS
2.a. Income and capital

Resident entities subject to the unlimited tax liability are,in principle, taxable
on their worldwide income and net wealth. Income arising outside of Svvitzer-

land is taxed whether remitted to Switzerland or not. Within this aU-mclusive
income and net wealth concept only income and capital related to immovable

property and permanent establishments located outside of Switzerland are
exempted from taxation in Switzerland (for the tax treatment of holdmgcompanies, domiciliary companies etc. see section K).

For Federal tax purposes income derived from immovable property and from
permanent establishments located outside of Switzerland is exempted by reducing the total tax due in the same proportion that the income from immov
able property or the permanent establishment bears to the taxpayer s total
income (exemption with progression). In practice the exemption is also ^anted by the cantonal tax jurisdictions; however, not all of the cantonal tax
laws explicitly provide for this exemptions. Some cantons grant the exemp
tion only upon proving that a tax has been paid in the country where the income was eamed.

, . „

r

With the exception of the non-taxables outlined above, basically ^ of an

entity's net income is treated as taxable business income. These principles also
apply to the capital tax. After making appropriate adjustments, net mcome
(capital) as shown in the financial statements constitutes taxable income
(capital).

., ^

^

Consequently, dividends and interest received by resident entiües must be
included in the gross income like all other forms of Investment mcome. In
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some cases, however, Special relief is granted to holding companies and other
types of entities (see section K). A refund may be claimed with respect to the

^ticipatory Tax withheld on Swiss source dividends and interest (see section
B). Foreign source dividends and interest are generaUy includible in income

net of foreign taxes. A credit is not available unless specifically provided for
by a tax treaty (see section 4.b.).
2.b. Capital gains (losses)

On the Federal level, the income tax applies to capital gains arising from the
sale of movable and immovable property in the same manner as to other
income items.

Under the cantonal tax rules the taxation of capital gains varies widely. Capi
tal gains derived from the alienation of immovable property are ordinarily
taxed (i) by aggregating such gains with other income,(ii) by a Special tax on
mmovable property gains, or (iii) by a capital gains tax. The rate often
depends on the length of time the property has been owned.

The transfer of all or a majority of the shares of a real estate Company is

generally treated as the transfer of immovable property itself.
2.C. Exemptions and deductions

As a rule, the Federal and cantonal tax Statutes permit deductions for ordinary and necessary business expenses. The deductibility of taxes paid and
losses carried forward vary among the 27 taxing jurisdictions. On the Federal
level a loss at the end of a two-year period (see section 5) can be carried

forward to be set off against profits realised in the subsequent three two-year
penods. In general, the cantonal treatment of losses is less generous (for
mstance, Zürich only permits a loss to be carried forward for two years)
The Swiss tax Statutes do never allow a loss carry-back. In addition, losses of
one entity may not be set off against profits of another entity

Capital expenditures are deductible in the form of periodic depreciation
charges. While depreciation for tax and book purposes need not conform,
depreciation for tax purposes may not exceed that entered in the books. The'
straight-line and declining-balance methods are both accepted.

Normally, depreciation may not exceed the maximum rates fixed by the FTA,
unless the taxpayer can justify appUcation of a higher rate. The following
examples for common assets apply to the declining-balance method and must
be reduced by one-half when the straight-line method is used:

Commercial and bank buildings, department stores

4%

Hotels and restaurants

Factories, industrial buildings and Workshops
Office and Workshop fumiture and equipment

g%
25%

Manufacturing machinery and installations, vehicles of all

types except motor vehicles

Motor vehicles

Intangibles (patents, trademarks and goodwill etc.)
Office machines, Computers
Hand tools and smaU equipment

30%

40^

40%
40%
45%
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(The aforementioned depreciation rates are valid for the computation of the
Federal income tax for the tax years 1981 and 1982.)

Higher rates of depreciation may be allowed if assets are subject to excessive
use.

Most cantons also accept the rates set forth by the FTA.In some cantons even
slightly higher rates are tolerated.

Deductions are also normally allowed for bad debt reserves, inventory valuation reserves and certain other purposes.

In addition, a general deduction of not more than 5% of outstanding domestic
receivables and 10% of foreign receivables at the end of the year may be al
lowed.

Although appropriate deductions for accounting purposes,some items may be
non-deductible for tax purposes, such as payments to undisclosed persons,

excessive compensation paid to corporate officers, disguised distribution of
corporate profits and - in some cantons (for instance in the Canton of
Zürich)- income and capital taxes paid or incurred.
3. RATES OF TAX

As pointed out in the introduction, corporate income and capital are subject
to Federal, cantonal and municipal taxes. In general, the aggregate of the
cantonal and municipal income and capital taxes is higher than the Federal
income and capital tax.®
3.a. Income taxes

3.a.(i) Federal tax

The Federal tax on the net income of corporations and related legal entities

(and branches) is levied at progressive rates on a yield-intensity basis. The
yield is the percentage that taxable net income bears to the company's pro
portional or reference capital composed of the nominal share capital and
reserves plus retained eamings.

The corporate tax rates are composed of a
a. basic rate of 3.63% on all net income;

b. additional tax of 3.63% on the portion of net income in excess of 4% of
the reference capital;

c. second additional tax of 4.84% of the portion on net income in excess of
8% of the reference capital.

(The computation of the additional taxes is slightly different if capital is
less than 50,000 francs).

. .

The maximum rate, however, is 9.8% of the net income. It is reached when

the company's net income equals or exceeds roughly 23% of its reference
capital.

3. In 1978 the Federal tax on income and capital accounted for 21.9%, the cantonal tax
for 41.8% and the municipal tax for 36.3% of the combined Federal, cantonal and munici
pal tax receipts.
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3.a.(ii), Cantonal and municipal taxes
The widely varying computation of the cantonal corporate income taxes in
the 26 cantonal tax jurisdictions can only be briefly summarized here. In most

cantons the corporate income taxes are progressive within a fixed ränge. The
tax is frequently computed based on the percentage that net income bears to

taxable capital. Some cantons do not use a yield-intensity formula, but simply
tax successive segments of income at graduated rates up to a maximum rate.

Generally, multiples are then applied on the resulting rate. The multiples are
subject to periodical adjustments.

Tht municipal tax is usually levied as a multiple of the cantonal tax rate,
varying from municipality to municipality within a canton. As a rule of

thumb, the maximum (combined cantonal and municipal) corporate income
tax rate generally does not exceed 30%;in some cantons the maximum rate is
considerably lower. Most municipalities also impose small additions to the
rate for a church tax.

3.b. Capital taxes

3.b.(i). Federal capital taxes

The Federal tax on capital and reserves of corporations and related legal
entities (and branches)is levied at the flat rate of 0.0825% (regardless whether
any income is eamed).

3.b.(ii). Cantonal and municipal taxes

The basic capital tax rates are ordinarily increased by both a cantonal and
municipal multiple comparable to the income tax multiple. In most cantons

the combined cantonal and municipal capital tax rate is considerably less than
1%.

3.C. Corporate tax incidences in some selected cantons

As an illustration of Switzerland's heterogeneity in the area of taxation, the
foUowing table shows the combined annual taxes (Federal, cantonal and
municipal) of a joint stock corporation (located in the Canton's capital) with
adjusted net income of 10,000, 25,000 and 50,000 francs and taxable capital
and reserves of 100,000 francs (based on 1978 figures):
Canton
Zürich
Bern

Zug

Basel-City
Grisons
Geneva

10,000
2,432
3,145
1,957
2,671
1,468
2,079

25,000
9,529
7,752
6,053
7,387
4,602
7,513

50,000

18,935
15,292
11,892
14,256
11,441
16,006

(Source: Steuerbelastung in der Schweiz, 1979)
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4. TAXCREDITS

In the Swiss tax system, there are basically only the two following types of
tax credits available;

4.a. Credit for anticipatory tax withheld at source

The Anticipatory Tax withheld at source from the specified income items of a
resident represents, as a general rule, a kind of advance payment on the
income and net wealth taxes. The tax withheld may be credited against such
taxes on condition that the claimant is the beneficial owner of the asset

generating such income and that he reports such income. Amounts in excess
are refunded (see also section B).

4.b. Lump-sum tax credit under a tax treaty

Basically, Swiss domestic tax laws do not provide for a foreign tax credit
(except in a few cantons in cases of marginal importance). A tax credit is
granted only if provided for explicitly by a tax treaty. The treaties concluded
or revised since 1965 contain Special provisions for the so-called 'Lump-Sum

Tax Credit' ('Pauschale Steueranrechnung'/'iniputation forfaitaire d'impöt').
Ulis credit covers, in principle, the non-refundable part of taxes withheld in
the other contracting country on dividends, interest and royalties.

The 'Lump-Sum Tax Credit' is granted in a Single amount for the Federal,
cantonal and municipal taxes. Detailed rules focus particularly on the possing-up of foreign source income,'determination of the maximum creditable
amount, method of computation, reduction of the tax credit by expenses, and
treatment of holding and domiciliary companies (for details see Decree of the
Federal Council of August 22, 1967 and related Regulations and (in summary
form)Instructions DA-M issued by the FTA).

No lump-sum tax credit is obtainable under the treaties with Finland (1956),
Norway (1956),Pakistan (1959/1962)and the United States(1951).
5. TIMING OF ASSESSMENT AND PAYMENTS

The computation and assessment periods on which Federal and cantonal taxes
are based vary in length. For Computing, assessing and paying taxes there are
different periods to be taken into account:

— The term 'computation (or base) period (year)' means the period (year)
on whose income the tax is based;

— The term 'assessment period (year)' means the period (year)for which the
tax is levied. The tax is generally, but not always,imposed on the basis of
the computation period (year) which immediately precedes the assessment
period (year);

— The term 'payment period(year)' means the year in which the tax is to be

paid. It is either identical with the assessment period (years) or with the
calendar year(s)immediately following the assessment period.
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If the accounting year of a Company is not the calendar year, the assessment is
based on its accounting year(s).
S.a. Federal direct tax

The Federal tax is assessed for a period of two successive cdlendav yeurs
(assessment period) beginning with an odd numbered year and based on the
average net income for the two preceding years (computation period). The

Federal direct tax is due on March 1 following the end of each year of the
assessment period. To illustrate the interaction of the three periods: The

Federal direct tax for the year 1981 and the year 1982 is based on the average
net income and capital of the years 1979 and 1980, and the resulting annual
taxes are due on March 1,1982,tax for 1981,and March 1,1983,tax for 1983.
5.b. Cantonal and municipal taxes

The majority of cantons also use the bi-annual assessment. A group of cantons

base the assessment of the income and capital taxes on a one-year period, but
also on a preceding year basis. A few cantons now follow the concept of the
current-year basis under which the computation year and assessment year are

identical. Cantonal and municipal taxes are due at different dates varying
from canton to canton.

6. REVIEW AND APPEAL

The heterogeneity of the Swiss tax laws is also reflected in the great variety of
Protest and appeal procedures. However, a certain harmony exists with respect to the basic principles.
6.a. Federal direct tax

taxpayer dissatisfied with a final Federal tax assessment decision is entitled

file a pwtest (Einsprache'/'reclamation') with the Federal tax assessment

authority of the country ofresidence. The assessment authority's decision may
apin be challenged by an 'appeaV CBeschwerde'/'recours') with a cantonal judiciary appeal commission. A taxpayer who is still dissatisfied with that deci

sion may file an "administrative-law appeaV CVerwaltungsgerichtsbeschwerde'/
recours de droit administratif') with the Federal Court. In specific cases a Pe
tition may be filed for the extraordinary remedy of a 'revision' with the au

thority that last dealt with the challenged decision (notwithstanding the level
of the deciding instance).

The Protest procedure is a part of the assessment procedure and constitutes an
administrative act. The protest must be filed within 30 days. The review of
die contested assessment notice is govemed by the principle of an ex officio
investigation. Filing a protest does not automaticaUy stay payment of tax; but
the taxpayer may request a stay of payment.
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6.b. Cantonal and municipal tax

The structure of cantonal tax protest and appeal procedures is rather complex
and varies from canton to canton with respect to the number of protests and

appeals available and the legal nature of the review bodies. Some cantons have
set up 'appeal commissions'; some cantons use their civil courts to deal with
cantonal tax matters; and in other cantons administrative courts are used as
the higher appeal bodies.

A taxpayer alleging violation of bis constitutional rights (such as equality
before the law or the prohibition against intercantonal double taxation) is
entitled to challenge a cantonal tax decision before the Federal Court by

means of a 'public law appeal'('Staatsrechtliche Beschwerde'/'recours de droit
public').

B. Withholding Taxes on Dividends, Interest,
Royalties and Other Income
1. INCOME CATEGORIES SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING TAX
l.a. General

The Federal Anticipatory Tax ('Verrechnungssteuer'/'impöt anticipö') is the
only withholding tax of general application in Switzerland. It is levied at the
source and in anticipation of the income tax liability to be bome by the
recipient on income from movable capital, lottery winnings, and insurance

payments. The withholding of tax, however, does not relieye the taxpayer
from reporting the income. For non-residents, it may constitute a final tax
Charge.

1.b. Income from movable capital

Income from the foUowing sources is subject to the tax^: interest, rent, profi|
distributions and similar types of income derived from

- bonds and debentures,serial mortgage certificates, serial land Charge notes
and registered notes issued by a resident person;

- shares in resident joint stock corporations, limited liability companies and

cooperative associations and participation certificates (bons de jouissäiicc)'

- units of an Investment fund or other conglomerations of property of a
4. A Bill has been submitted to the Federal Parliament which would permit the levy of

Anticipatory Tax on interest derived from fiduciary deposits (Treuhani^thabenV'avoirs

fiduciaries') with resident banks and savings banks at a reduced rate of 5%(the term fidu

ciary deposit' means a deposit in connection with loans or similar debt-claims or a sh^e in
such debt-claims with non-residents placed or administered by a bank or savings bank m its
own name but at the risk of and for the account of another person). The planned tax on

fiduciary deposits has,however,become an object of a controversy as to its constitutionality
and economic justification and it is uncertain whether it wül be introduced at all.
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similar nature issued by a resident person or by a Swiss resident jointly
with a non-resident;

— deposits in resident banks and savings banks.

Consequently, interest paid by a debtor other than a bank on a current

account or an individual's note is, in principle, not subject to the Anticipatory
Täx.

TOe Federal Tax Administration has also set forth minimum and maximum

interest rates for loans to and by the shareholder. Any interest payment
outside the permissible ränge is deemed to be a disguised dividend and taxed
accordingly.

Lottery winnings and (at reduced rates)insurance payments to Swiss residents
are also subject to the Anticipatory Tax.

The Anticipatory Tax may be reclaimed by beneficially entitled Swiss resi
dents upon reporting the income items from which the tax was withheld. Persons subject to limited tax liability (including domestic branches of non-residents) may, in principle, claim a refund up to the amount of Swiss taxes actually paid.

1.e. Royalties

As already mentioned, no withholding tax on royalties derived from Swiss
sources and paid to a non-resident is levied on the Federal level.
2. RATES

Regulär rate:
Rates on pensions and annuities:
Rate on other insurance payments:

35%
15%
8%

3. EFFECT OF TAX TREATIES

In the case of non-residents, the Anticipatory Tax is, in principle, a final tax
ch^ge. Only the beneficially entitled recipient resident in a country with
which Switzerland has concluded a tax treaty may claim a füll or partial

refund under the treaty rules or the regulations (see schedule of withholding
taxes in section J).

C. Stamp Duties
The Confederation levies Stamp Duties ('Stempelabgaben'/'droits de timbre')
on certain securities, bills of exchange and similar documents (Stamp Duty
Act of June 27, 1973, and the Regulations of December 3, 1973). There are
three types of duties: the Issue Stamp Duty ('Emissionsabgabe'/'droit de
timbre d'emission') the Transfer Stamp Duty ('Umsatzabgabe'/'droit de
timbre de negociation'), and the duty on certain Insurance Premiums. The
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Federal Stamp Duties also apply in the Principality of Liechtenstein. Seme
cantons impose stamp duties on legal documents, but these duties are insignificant.

1. ISSUE STAMP DUTY

The Issue Stamp Duty is an important consideration when establishing a

Company in Switzerland. It is levied at a rate of 3% on the creation of
participation rights (shares) or the increase of their par value with or without
consideration such as shares and profit-sharing certificates of a resident joint

stock corporation and limited liability Company and of other types of shares.
The duty is also imposed on voluntary capital contributions made by shareholders to the Company and on the transfer of a majority shareholding in a
'shell Company'.

.

.

A reduced rate of 1% is levied on the issuance of participation nghts or the

increase of their par value in connection with a merger, transformation or

Splitting of a Company, and on the transfer of a non-resident Company to
Switzerland.

A 0.9% duty is levied on the issuance of Investmentfand units.
Contributions in kind are measured by their actual market value.

Normally, voluntary capital contributions to a Company are taxable only if
made by a shareholder. In the event a shareholder waives his clmms against the
Company to cover corporate losses, the Federal Tax Administration may
waive the Issue Stamp Duty.

2. TRANSFER STAMP DUTY

The Transfer Stamp Duty applies to transfers of securities for consideration
if one of the contracting parties or one of the intermediaries is a resident 'security dealer'('Effektenhändler'/'commer5ant de titres').
Taxable securities include bonds, debentures, certificates of deposit, shares^ in

a joint stock corporation and limited liability Company, profit-sharing certifi
cates, investment fund units, hüls of exchange, promissory notes and other
notes of any kind issued by a resident as well as certificates of p^icipation m
such securities. The sale of securities or their economic or functional counterparts issued by non-residents is also subject to the duty.
. . ..

'Security deälers' as defined by the Stamp Duty Act are basically(1)individuals, legal entities and partnerships who are professionally engaged in the purchase and sale of securities; (2) companies managing investment funds and

depositary banks; and (3)joint stock corporations, limited liability companies
and cooperative associations whose primary statutory purpose is investing in
other companies and whose statutory share capital is at least 500,000 Swiss
francs or which have more than one-half of their assets, according to their
most recent balance sheets, invested in taxable securities within the terms of

the Stamp Duty Act (shares etc.) and which have assets aggregating at least
one million francs.

«

u

•

j

The rates are 0.15% on securities issued by residents and 0.3% on those issued
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by nonresidents (except for certain securities at three months' date for which
the rates are 0.1 respectively 0.2%). For certain transactions, only one-half of
the applicable duty is payable (for instance for the conclusion of a transaction

outside of Switzerland with a non-resident bank or stock exchange agent)

Pnmap^ liability for the payment of the duty rests on the resident 'security
The Stamp Duty Act also provides for several transactions which are exempt
Irom the duty, such as the issuance of shares which are subject to the Issue
St^p Duty and the purchase of hüls of exchange, notes, participation interQ63.i6r .

ests in a loan, etc. by banks for their own account.

^e Stamp Duty Act is supplemented by detailed Regulations issued by the
Federal Tax Administration.

D. Taxes on Individuais
(This chapter provides only a very brief summary.)
1. PERSONS SUBJECT TO TAX

All individuals having a residence ('Wohnsitz'/'domicile') in Switzerland are
subject to the unlimited Federal taxation on worldwide income and net
wedth. The same tax status applies to individuals with a habitual abode in
Switzerland if they are gainfully employed or if they stay there - without
earning any income - for 6 months or more or own and occupy a house there
for 3 months or more. The only exemptions from the Federal taxation are
mcome and capital related to immovable property and permanent establishments situated outside of Switserland and income and net wealth items exempted by virtue of a tax treaty.

Under the cantonal tax laws maintaining a habitual abode in connection with

gainful employment normally subjects an individual to unlimited tax liability
with respect to cantonal and municipal taxes. An individual who is not gain
fully employed is subject to tax in most cantons after living there for 3
months.

In line with Swiss civil law, the tax laws are based on the principle of the
family unit by aggregating the income of a married woman with that of her

husband in whom all her fiscal rights and duties are vested (tax Substitution).
2. COMPUTATION OF INCOME
2.a. Income

In principle, all gross income, whether received in cash or in kind, is subject to
tax (except the aforementioned exemptions and, in some tax jurisdictions,
capital gains). It includes eamed income, income from the Operation of a
business, rental income, dividends, interest, annuities, pensions (private and
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social security) and all other retirement income. Certain annuity

retire-

ment income is reduced by 20% er 40%, depending on the recipient s contribution to the cost.

. \•

a-

The amount of exempted income and capital (except capital gain^) is er i-

narily taken into account when calculating the amount of tax on the remainSome cantons withhold taxes (Federal, cantonal and municipal) from expatriates' employment income. In other tax jurisdictions, however, the ordinary assessment procedure applies if income exceeds a certain ^ount,or its
application may be requested subsequent to the withholding of the taxes.

ing income and capital(exemption with progression).

Aliens residing in Switzerland who are not carrying on a lucrative activity may
- on the Federal level and in some cantons - apply for the lump-sum tax

('Pauschalsteuer'/'impöt ä forfait'). This is a Special method of Computing tax

based on the taxpayer's living expenses, generally measured by the rentai
value of his living quarters and other visible types of expenditures mcurred by

the taxpayer and his dependants. Special rules cover Swiss source mcome and
treaty favoured income. In addition some tax treaties contam 'anti-lump-sum
tax' clauses.

2.b. Capital gains

The taxation of capital gains is one of the more complex aspects of the Swiss
tax structure particularly because of the difficulty of defining the tax subject
and the widely differing statutory pattems.

.u

i

On the Federal level, capital gains reahzed by an indmdual in the normal

course of managing his private fortune are, in principle, not treated as taxable
income. However, capital gains reahzed on the alienation of movable and
immovable property may be taxable if such gains result from the taxpayer s
Professional activity or a principal or accessory occupation, even if derived
from causal and isolated transactions. The borderline between exempt and
taxable capital gains can be a hairsbreadth.

The cantonal treatment of capital gains realised on private movable assets
varies considerably. One group of cantons exempts them from taxation, other
cantons include such gains in the ordinary income tax, and a third group taxes

private capital gains separately from ordinary income. Finally, in 1971 one
canton introduced the taxation of 'participation gains' levied on gains from
the alienation and Uquidation of corporate holding if the ownership mterest

of the taxpayer amounted to at least 20% of the paid-up capital or of the
voting stock.

j•

n

+

Capital gains realized on private immovable property are taxed m all cantons

(partly also by the municipalities). The majority of cantons imposes a Special
immovable property gains tax on such gains ('Grundstückgewmnsteuer / impöt sur les gains immobiliers'). The tax rates usually depend on the aniount of
gain, the location of the property, and the length of time the seller has held
the property.

2.C. Exemptions and deductions

All tax laws grant certain exemptions depending on the civil Status of the
taxpayer. For instance, for Federal tax purposes a married couple has an
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^owance of 2,500 francs plus 1,200 francs for each child or dependant.

Each canton has different rules for itemized deductions. Generally deducttons are allowed up to a certain maximum amount for transporta'tion expenses to and from work, the excess expenses with regard to meals not taken
at nome and msurance and compulsory old age insurance premiums. Maintenance expenses for immovable property and loan interest are also deductible.

3. RATES OFTAX

income tax is levied at graduated rates rising to a maximum rate

1 ^ VIn addition to the Federal tax, a cantoml
392,000
for married
als).
(andfrancs
municipal)
tax isindividuimposed
at graduated rates.

f

"

Church and poll taxes may also be levied. As in the case of corporations the
cantonal (and municipal) tax is generally a heavier bürden on the individual
than the Federal tax.

The net-wealth of an individual is not taxed on the Federal level but all
cantons (and municipalities) impose a capital tax at either a graduated or a
llät TSilQ,

The followmg table shows the combined tax Charge (Federal, cantonal and
municipal taxes) of a married employed couple without children with aggrefonnnnT
^^0,000
francs
and a net wealth of
500,000 francs residing in the capital of the
following
cantons:
Canton

50,000

100,000

Zürich
Bern
Zug
Basel-City
Grisons
Geneva

8,036
10,839
7,473
10,989
9,339
10,843

24,741
27,695
19,754
28,471
24,123
27,267

(Source: Steuerbelastung in der Schweiz, 1979).
4. SUCCESSION AND GIFT TAXES

No Federal succession or gift taxes are levied. Succession and gift taxes of
various sorts are imposed, however, in all but one canton (Schwyz). Two

cantons do not tax gifts (Luceme and Solothum). Most cantons levy an
mhentance tax, others an estate tax or an estate and inheritance tax. Within a
cantons the municipalities also tax successions (Lucerne, Friboure
Grisons and Vaud).

The rates, which vary from canton to canton, are progressive and graduated
dependmg on the degree of relationship between deceased and heir (or
legatee), the value of the inheritance or estate and, in some cantons, the net
wealth of the beneficiary.
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As a rule the right to tax inheritances and estates belongs to the canton in
which the deceased had his last resiäence at the time of his death; the residence of the beneficiary is not relevant. Immovable property is regularly
taxable in the situs canton. With respect to gift taxes movable property is
subject to tax in the canton where the donor is resident.

j-,. ^.

u- t,

The tax rates may ränge from a few percentage points (next-of-km)to as high
as 60%(no blood relationship).

..

Some cantons grant a füll or partial exemption from tax to survivmg spouses

and descendants. Two cantons (Geneva and Vaud) apply reduced rates on
resident aliens in specific cases.

..u a * •

Switzerland has concluded succession tax treaties with Austna, Denmark,

Finland, France, Germany (Federal Republic), the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. However,
some of the
treaties do not provide füll relief from double taxation.
. In the absence of a treaty Provision so providing, the deduction of or a credit
for foreign succession taxes is not available (except in the Canton ot Vaud
which grants a deduction).

E. Indirect Taxation

The most significant indirect tax other than the Stamp Duties(see section C)
is the Federal Turnover Tax ('WarenumsatzsteuerV'impot sur le chiffre d affaires'). Introduced in 1941 as a temporary emergency measure to meet the

budgetary deficit, it has developed into an important source of revenue for
the Federal treasury, accounting for more than 25% of the total Föderal fiscal
revenue The Tumover Tax is also levied in the Principality of Liechtenstein
bv the Swiss Federal Tax Administration; the Liechtenstein Government
shares the revenues collected. The proposed Value Added Tax (which has
been designed to offset the declining revenues from customs duties) was rejected in two populär compulsory referenda in 1977 and 1979.
The Tumover Tax is a single-stage sales tax on domestic tumover and on

imports of movable goods. The Standard rates are 5.6%® for retail dehvenes
and 8.4%® for wholesale deliveries. Services are not taxable. Certain goods

such as food and foodstuffs, agricultural and medical supplies, newspapers and
most books are exempt.

^

^

On domestic transactions only 'wholesalers' ('Grossisten / grossistes) are
liable for the Tumover Tax. Wholesalers are basically

1. producers with annual sales (including self-consumption) in excess ot

2. dedere ^(merchants) with annual sales (including self-consumption) in ex

cess of 35,000 francs provided that at least one half of the sales represent
wholesale deliveries; and

. ..

i

i

•

3 dealers in used products (secondhand goods, etc.) with annual sales in
excess of 35,000 francs whether or not the sales are wholesale dehvenes.
All of the wholesalers must register with the Federal Tax Admmistration.
5. The rates wUl be increased to 6.2% and 9.3% respectively, as from October 1, 1982.
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Other firms which are predominantly retailers may request permission to be
registered as a wholesaler on a voluntary basis.

Generally, the Tumover Tax is paid by the last registered wholesaler making a
sale to a non-registered Company or to an individual. A wholesale sale to
another registered purchaser is not taxable if the purchaser provides the seller
with its registration number, unless the purchase is made for its own use.
Similarly, if goods are manufactured for internal use, the manufacturer-user is
subject to the Tumover Tax.

■^e Tumover Tax is territorially connected with deliveries which are exclusively domestic. Thus, the moment of the actual delivery is decisive. The

nationahty or residence of the wholesaler and the location of its head office,

place of management or permanent establishment are immaterial. For Tumover Tax purposes, the territory of Switzerland means the Swiss customs area

mcludmg the Principality of Liechtenstein and Campione dTtalia, but excludmg customs-free bonded warehouses and areas ('Zollausschlussgebie
te / enclaves douanieres'). Direct export deliveries are exempt. Exemption of

a wholesaler's domestic delivery for export is, however, granted only upon

satisfaction of specific requirements.

The taxpayer must file a quarterly retum and pay the Tumover Tax within 30

days after the end of each quarter.

F. Incentives

Switzerland offers a relatively Hmited potential for Investment in new manu-

facturing operations mainly because of its shortage of labour, high labour
costs (in 1979 Switzerland was fifth among 14 major industrial nations),

restrictions on the acquisition of real estate by non-residents and a restrictive

policy in granting work permits to ahens.

Only few genuine tax incentives are obtainable. To eliminate undue inter-

cantonal competition for new industrial enterprises and for other attractive
taxpayers, a Concordat between all Swiss cantons was concluded in 1948. The

Concordat prohibits the conclusion of tax agreements between cantons (and
their political subdivisions) and taxpayers. However, tax reliefs are permitted
for new industrial enterprises (for less than ten years) and public service

enterprises and the lump-sum taxation of individuals (see section D 2.a) to the
extent which such reUefs are statutorily authorized. Special tax rules designed
for some types of companies are not considered as incentives within the terms

of the Concordat (see section K).

The tax laws of some cantons provide tax reliefs for new industries if their
settleinent in the canton is economically and regionally desirable.
Incentives are, as a rule, only available for settling new industries in 'less

developed' and usually remote areas. The extent of tax incentives is negotiated on a case by case basis.
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G. Social Security System
1. The Swiss social security system is based on 'three pillars^- The 'Federal

Old Age and Survivors Insurance' scheme provides the basic insurance. When
enacted by the Federal Parliament, the second pillar will be a compulsory
Professional insurance plan. Finally, the third pillar is left to each individua
(life insurance etc.).

2. The "Federal'Old Age and Survivors Insurance' plan ('Alters- und Hinter
bliebenenversicherung' or 'AHV'/'assurance-vieillesse et survivants or AVS)

is a compulsory national pension plan. In principle, all persons permanently
resident or gainfully employed in Switzerland and Swiss Citizens employed
abroad by a Swiss employer are subject to the insurance plan. Aliens gainfully
employed in Switzerland are required to participate unless their employment
lasts less than three months and their salaries are paid by a non-resident

employer (or unless the person enjoys tax immunity under international law).
Aliens participating in a compulsory pension plan of another country may be
exempted if the contributions payable under both pension plans would constitute an unreasonable bürden for the insured. The Old Age and Survivors
Insurance' is financed primarily from compulsory contributions from insured

persons and from employers at a present aggregate rate of 8.4% of the participant's salary. Self-employed persons contribute 7.8% of their eamed mcome.
The beneflts provided by this insurance plan include pensions for men at 65
years of age and women at 62, widows pensions regardless of age if with
dependent children or if at least 40 years old, and orphans pensions.
Whereas the old age pensions are determined with reference to a maximum

salary (at present 37,800 francs), the contributions are not linked to a salary
ceiling but levied on the whole salary (contributions paid on amounts exceeding 37,800 francs, therefore, have the character of a disguised tax).
3. In addition, there is a compulsory 'Federal Disability Insurance Plan (Tnvahdenversicherung' or 'IV'/'assurance-invalidite' or 'AI')financed by a contribution equal to 1% of the salary and a obligatory 'Compensation Plan in

favour ofPersons in Compulsory Military Service ('Erwerbsersatzordnung für
Wehrpflichtige'/'rdgime des allocations aux militaires'), supported by a contribution equal to 0.6% of the salary. Alien employees are also subject to these
Plans. Under both plans, half of the contribution must be paid by the em
ployer.

4. Thus, the aggregate premium for the first pillar of insurance amounts to
10% of which one half must be paid by the employer. The total premium for
self-employed persons is 9.4%.

5. Persons who are gainfully employed are also covered by a compulsory
unemployment insurance.

,.

,

x-

One half of the contribution of 0.5%* (payable on a monthly salary of up to
3,900 francs)is again bome by the employer.
6. This contribution is reduced to 0.3% as from January 1, 1982.
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H. Other Taxes und Duties
Historically, indirect taxes were levied by the Confederation and direct taxes
by the cantons and the municipalities. With the adoption of the Federal
mcome and capital taxes this rule ceased. But indirect taxes imposed by the
political subdivisions have remained relatively insignificant.
The Confederation, cantons and municipalities do levy a variety of other taxes
and duties such as taxes on certain alcoholic beverages, registration taxes
motor vehicle taxes, entertainment taxes, taxes on visitors, poll taxes and

Military Service Exemption Tax. These levies are ordinarily of little importance for normal business operations.

The following two levies, however, may have a certain relevance for the busi
ness Community:

I. IMMOVABLE PROPERTY TRANSFER TAXES

The cantons and some municipalities levy a tax or fee on the transfer of

immovable property at rates usually not exceeding 3% of the purchase price
of the fair market value of the property.

Subject to the tax or fee are also inter vivos transfers of the title to immovable
property and transactions that are economically equivalent to such transfers

whether or not any gain is obtained as a result of the transaction (therefore to
be distinguished from the immovable property gains taxes as outlined in sec-

tion A.2.b.). The transfer of shares in real estate companies does, in some
cantons, also give rise to a liability for this tax.
2. CUSTOMS DUTIES

The power to levy Import and export duties ('Zölle'/'droits de douane') is
exclusively vested in the Confederation. Most of the customs duties are import duties. Export duties are levied only on calf rennet bags, ash and residues
containing metals or metallic compounds and certain machining waste and

scrap. The import duties are, as a rule, assessed on the basis of gross weight
(including packing). A statistical fee is levied at the time of import clearance

(3% of the amount of the Customs charges). The Constitution requires that
the rates on imports of raw materials for industry and agriculture and the

commodities necessary to life be as low as possible whereas articles of luxury
be subject to the heaviest duties. The rates are set forth in detail in the 1959
Tariff Law which systematically specifies the items based on the Customs
Cooperation Councils Nomenclature(CCCN).

With the participation of Switzerland in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade(GATT)and Vae European Free Trade Associatton(EFTA)and particularly with the conclusion of the Free Trade Convention with the European
Economic Community (EEC) on July 22, 1972, the revenues derived from
customs duties have substantially decreased (in 1979 they amounted to 23%
of the total Federal fiscal revenues).
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The Principality of Liechtenstein is a part of the customs territory of Switzerland by virtue of a treaty concluded in 1923. The Swiss customs territory
does, on the other hand, not include bonded warehouses ('Zollfreilager'/'depöts francs').

1. Double Taxation Treaties
1. LIST OF TAX TREATIES
Australia

income

28. 2.80

Austria

income and capital
estates and inheritances

30. 1.74
30. 1.74

Belgium

income and capital

28. 8.78

Canada

income

20. 8.76

Denmark

income and capital
estates and inheritances

23.11.73
23.11.73

income and capital

27.12.56/27. 5.70

estates and inheritances

27.12.56

Finland

France

income and capital
estates and inheritances

9. 9.66/ 3.12.69
23.12.53

Germany (Federal
Republic)

income and capital

11. 8.71/30.11.78

estates and inheritances

30.11.78

Hungary

income and capital

9. 4.81

Ireland

income and capital

8.11.66

Italy

income and capital

9. 3.16I2S. 4.78

frontier workers

3.10.74

Japan

income

19. I.7I

Korea (Republic)

income

12. 2.80

Malaysia

income

30.12.74

Netherlands

income and capital

I2.II.5I/22. 6.66

estates and inheritances

I2.II.5I

New Zealand

income

6. 6.80

Norway

income and capital

7.12.56
7.12.56

estates and inheritances
Pakistan

income

30.12.59/15. 6.62

Portugal

income and capital

26. 9.74

Sweden

income and capital
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7. 5.65/ 7. 2.79

estates and inheritances

16.10.48

estate and inheritances

7. 2.79(not yet
in force)

Singapore

income and capital

South Africa

income

Spain

income and capital

Trinidad and Tobago

income

United Kingdom

income

25.11.75
3. 7.67

26. 4.66
1. 2.73

30. 9.54(only
for certain

territories)
income

estates and inheritances
United States
of America

income

estates and inheritances

8.12.77
12. 6.56
24. 5.51
9. 7.51

2. SWISS DOMESTIC AND TREATY MEASURES AGAINST ABUSE OF
TREATY BENEFITS'

2.a.

In 1962, the Swiss Federal Council issued a 'Decree conceming Meu-

sures against the Improper Use of Tax Treaties concluded by the Confedera-

tion' i'\962 Decree'). The rules set forth in the 1962 Decree are designed to
curtail abuses that surface in connection with claiming treaty benefits in
combination with preferential tax rules under domestic law.

The 1962 Decree enunciates the general rule that treaty advantages (relief
from foreign taxes withheld at source) may not benefit persons who are not
entitled thereto such as recipients that are not bona fide residents in Switzerland, or residing recipients that do not have a beneficial interest in the income, or recipients that are not liable for Swiss taxes.

In addition, the 1962 Decree bars 'abusive' Claims for tax treaty relief. A
Claim by a resident individual, entity or partnership is abusive if a substantial
part of the treaty relief would directly or indirectly benefit persons not en
titled to the treaty relief. Under this rule, the 1962 Decree prohibits any relief
from foreign withholding taxes particularly if the resident recipient falls in
one of the following categories;

- if more than one half of the treaty-favoured foreign income is used (di
rectly or indirectly) to satisfy Claims of persons not entitled to treaty
benefits ('pass-through'-companies);

- if an entity substantially controlled by non-residents (by participation or
in some other way) does not distribute yearly at least 25% of the treatyfavoured gross income as dividends ('accumulation'-companies);
- if the interest-bearing credit account is greater than six times the amount

of share capital (plus open reserves) or if debts bear interest exceeding the
rates periodically fixed by the Federal Tax Administration;

- if a resident receives the income only on aflduciary basis;
- if the treaty income benefits a family foundation controlled by non-residents;

- if the recipient is a partnership with a seat but without exercising a trade
or business, in Switzerland.

7. For a detaüed analysis in English see Walter Meier, Swiss Tax Treaty Anti-abuse Rules
TaxPlanninglntemationalReview, Volume8(1981),No. 12,page ISetseq.
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2.b.

The tax treaties concluded by Switzerland with Belgium, the Federal

Republic of Germany, France and Italy contain similar anti-abuse clauses and,
in addition, rules directed against companies enjoying cantonal (and municipal) preferential tax treatment. These treaty clauses apply equally to taxes
withheld at source and levied by ordinary assessment in the other treaty
country.

J. Schedule ofWithholding Taxes
Dividends paid by a Company which is a resident of Switzerland and certain
categories of interest (see section B l.b.) arising in Switzerland are subject to
the Federal Anticipatory Tax at a rate of 35% withheld at source.
No Federal withholding tax is levied on royalties,

The tax treaty relief and non-refundable Swiss taxes for residents of the
following coüntries are listed below:
Interest

Dividends

Relief

Non-Refundable Tax

able Tax

25®

10®

20®

15®

0

35

0

30

5

25

10

20

15

Belgium
Participation
of at least 25%

20

15

25

10

Canada

20

15

Denmark

35

France

Certain participations
of at least 20%

Germany (Federal Republic)

20®

15«

35®

0®

0

35

0

35

25

10

35

0

35

0

Italy

20

15

22.5

12.5

Japan
Participations
of at least 25%

20

15

25

10

Greece^
Ireland

Participations of
at least 25%

25

10

0

35

0

35

20

15

30

5

35

0

Luxembourg'
Netherlands

Participations of
at least 25%(antiabuse clause)

8. For Special cases see tax treaty rules.
9.
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No tax treaty concluded.

Dividends

Interest

Relief Non-Refund-

Relief Non-Refund-

able Tax

able Tax

Norway

30

5

30

5

Portugal
Participations of

20

15

25

10

25

10

35

0

30

5

at least 25%

Spain
Participations of
at least 25%

United Kingdom
Participations of
at least 25%

United States of America
Participations of

25

10

20

15

25

10

20

15

30

5

20

15

30

5

at least 95%(antiabuse clause and

additional requirements)

K. Special Types of Companies
1. PARTICIPATION(HOLDING)COMPANIES
La. General

A participation (holding) Company is, in a broader sense, a Company that is
holding substantial equity participations in other companies. Although there
is no harmonized legal terminology in this regard, two types of participation
companies are ordinarily distinguished:

— Holding companies: A Company qualifies as a holding Company - sometimes the term 'pure' holding Company is used - when its exclusive or
primary purpose is the holding and the administration of substantial
equity participations in other (resident or non-resident)companies.

- Mixed participation companies: A mixed participation (or holding) Com
pany may be defined as one that owns substantial equity participations in
other (resident or non-resident) companies, but that also carries on industrial, manufacturing or commercial operations. Both types of participation
companies enjoy a Special tax treatment which depends on the tax jurisdiction and the size of the Investment in participations.
l.b. Federal direct tax

The holding Company and the mixed participation Company are entitled to a
reduction of the income tax on that part of the income which is derived from

quaUfied participations. To qualify for the holding 'reduction' pursuant to the

Federal Direct Tax Act (art. 59), the recipient Company must hold participa547

tions with a 'mbstantial influence'('massgebender Einfluss'/'influence ddter-

minante'). A participation is deemed to be 'substantial' if, at the beginning of
the tax liability, it amounts to at least 20% of the share capital or 2 million
Swiss francs in the share capital of the distributing Company.

The income tax payable by a participation Company is reduced in the same

Proportion that its net income from qualified participations bears to its total
gross income. Therefore, if the entire income of the participation Company is
derived from qualifying participations, in principle, no Federal income tax is
payable. For operating companies which also hold substantial participations
the total Federal income tax is reduced roughly in the same proportion that
the income derived from qualifying participations bears to the total gross
income.

Income from qualifying participations is basically dividends, stock dividends,
extraordinary distributions such as bonuses, liquidation dividends and constructive dividends. Total gross income consists, as a general rule, of profits
derived from the operational activity after deducting business expenses allocable exclusively to that activity, income from participations, interest, rent,
royalties, commissions, capital gains, revaluation gains and other income.
No reduction is available for capital tax purposes.
1.c. Cantonal taxation

All cantons except one exempt the (pure) holding Company from income
taxation. Some cantonal tax laws require that the participations or the man-

agement of participations be 'exclusive'. Most cantons exempt holding compa
nies from income taxation if the holding of participations is merely a'primary'

or 'predominant' purpose. The Zürich tax practice, for instance, requires that
at least 75% of the income must be derived from qualified participations and
at least 75% of the assets consist of such participations. Some cantons set forth
lower minima.

Mixed participation companies under most cantonal tax laws enjoy identical
or similar tax reductions as outlined above with respect to Federal tax pur
poses.

In a majority of cantons, a capital tax reduction is provided for holding

companies and in some jurisdictions also for mixed participation comp^ies.
The Special tax treatment granted to holding and participation companies is
primarily designed to avoid triple taxation of profits derived from participa
tions (because the distributing Company has already paid taxes on its net in
come, and another tax is charged to the ultimate shareholder). It is therefore
inaccurate to refer to the 'holding exemption' or 'participation reduction' as
a tax 'privilege'.
2. DOMICILIARY COMPANIES

A domiciliary Company generally is defined as an interposed Company that
has merely its seat (place of registration)in one of the Swiss cantons but that
does not engage in any trade or business within Switzerland.

Domiciliary companies are frequently used as a non-resident's legal entity to
hold intangible assets such as patents, trademarks, Copyrights, or securities, or
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to own real property located outside Switzerland, or to engage in a business or
to perform Services exclusively outside this country.

On the Federal level, domiciliary companies are fully subject to the income
and capital taxation like other companies (see section A). However, a number
of cantons grant Special treatment to domiciliary companies by which such
entities are either exempt from cantonal (and municipal) income taxation or
taxed only on a certain percentage of the income or at a reduced rate. Special
treatment is normally denied if the Company has its own office or its own

staff in the canton, but a few cantons permit a limited office and staff to be
present.

Some cantons permit domiciUary companies to carry on certain operations
in Switzerland with the result that income derived from Swiss sources is nor
mally taxed and non-Swiss income items are taxed at a reduced rate. Normal

ly, the majority of the corporate stock of such a 'mixed Company' must be
held by non-residents and only a relatively small percentage of the overall in
come may be derived from Swiss sources for the Special treatment to be available.
The cantonal capital fax is usually levied at a reduced rate.
Intemationally, it is important to bear in mind that the tax treaties concluded

by Switzerland with Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Italy exclude Swiss companies controlled by non-residents from the treaty
benefits on interest and royalties if such entities do not pay füll cantonal and
municipal taxes on such income derived from sources within the respective
treaty country.

In addition, a number of countries have enacted domestic legal measures to
nullify or penalize any tax benefits obtained by interposing or using such
types of entities such as the 'Subpart F'-mles in the United States and the
'Aussensteuergesetz'in the Federal Republic of Germany.
3. SERVICE COMPANIES

The term 'service companies' is generally used for companies that do not
exercise a commerical or industrial activity of their own but perform adminis
trative, financial, marketing or auxiliary Services or any other assistance for
afflliated companies located outside Switzerland. Such a Company may have
its own staff and its own office facilities in Switzerland.

The Service companies are subject to Special rules with respect to the computation of the taxable net income. They are taxed on a minimum income
equivalent to that which an independent Company would eam under identical
or similar circumstances. For Federal tax purposes, the taxable net income

deemed to be derived from rendering such Services amounts, as a rule, to at
least one tenth of the total expenses incurred in connection with such service

activities or to at least one sixth of the salaries paid by the service Company.
Under particular circumstances, the tax authorities may also determine a mini
mum net income. Additional income such as royalties or interest derived from

investments has to be added to this minimum income (see Circular Letter
issued by the Federal Tax Administration on June 1, 1960).
Some cantons request a higher minimum net profit ranging between 10 and
20% of the total expenses.
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With respect to those cantons in which taxes are not a deductible expense, the
taxes paid in the relevant fiscal year must be added to the minimum net
income.

IV. LABOUR ASPECTS

A. Principles ofthe Law on Employment
1. As a rule an individual employment contract need not follow any particular form. However, certain provisions are valid only if agreed upon in writing

(such as prohibitions against competition following termination of the em
ployment relationship).

If the term of the employment contract is not for a fixed period of time, the
first month is considered a probationary period, unless determined otherwise
by agreement or a Standard or collective employment contract.
2. No minimal salaries and wages are required by law. However, such Stan
dards have widely been agrjsed upon by collective bargaining.
According to Federal law, the employer must grant the employee at least two
weeks vacation. The cantons can extend the minimum up to three weeks; and

in practice three to four weeks vacation are Standard.

3. If the employment relationship has been entered into for a fixed period of
time, it terminates without notice upon the expiration of such a period.
If the relationship has not been entered into for a fixed period of time and if
such a period is not evident from the purpose of the work, notice may be

given by either of the contracting parties. Notice periods must not differ for
the employer and the employee.

If an employment relationship has lasted less than one year and unless other
wise determined by agreement, Standard or collective employment contract, it
may be terminated effective at the end of the month following the date of
notice. If the employment relationship has lasted more than one but less than
ten years, the notice period is two months. After ten years of service, it is
three months. However, the employer cannot terminate the employment rela
tionship during compulsory Swiss military or civil defence service, during the
first four weeks of the employee's inability to work due to illness or accident

not caused by the employee's fault, during eight weeks before and after
child-birth and in certain other cases.

For valid reasons both the employer and the employee may at any time
terminate the employment relationship without notice. A valid reason is con
sidered to be any circumstances under which the terminating party cannot in
good faith be expected to continue the employment relationship.

Severance pay is due upon termination of the employment relationship only if
the employee is at least fifty years of age and has been employed for twenty
or more years. Even in this case the employer is not obliged to give severance
pay if a personnel welfare institution must make future welfare payments
which exceed the contributions to be made by the employee.
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B. Labour Procedures
Many collective employment contracts have been concluded between employers or their associations on one side and employees' associations or labour
unions on the other one. The provisions of such collective employment con
tracts conceming the entering into, the content and termination of the in-

dividual employment relationship are directly applicable to the employers and
employees organized in the participating associations or labour unions. They
may not be eliminated by stipulation unless the collective employment contract provides otherwise.

Under certain conditions both the Federal as well as cantonal govemments
can declare that the terms of a collective employment contract are applicable
to all employers or employees of a business sector or profession even if they
are not members of the contracting parties. This unusual power is not often
used.

C. Works Council, Co-determination, Compulsory
Profit Sharing and Pension Plans
1. No law requires the institution of works Councils. However, works Coun
cils are often installed pursuant to collective employment contracts. The
scope of their authority is usually limited to questions concerning the working
conditions.

2. Although there has been some discussion, no scheme of compulsory codetermination exists in Switzerland. Some years ago two proposals for the
introduction of co-determination were rejected in a public vote.
3. No compulsory profit-sharing schemes exist in Switzerland. Pension plans
are not compulsory. However, they are typically provided by Swiss companies.

D. Residence and Work Permits^^
1. The economic benefit resulting from the presence of non-resident enter-

prises through resident subsidiaries or branches in Switzerland is widely recognized. In view of the relatively high Proportion of resident aliens (1979:
884,000 compared to a total population of 6,314,000).The Swiss Govemment

is nonetheless under sociopolitical pressure to apply a restrictive policy in
granting permits and to stabilize the number of resident aliens.
10. A Bill for a new 'Aliens Law'('Ausländergesetz'/'Loi sur las etrangers') is pending
before the Federal Parliament. Certain rules, particularly with respect to stay, residence
and permanent residence are, therefore, subject to modifications.
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2. Visitors not engaged in a gainful employment and staying not longer than
three months or, in case of repeated visits, not longer than six months within

one year in Switzerland do not need a permit. In case of an extension of a
visit Over these limitations, the visitor must apply for permission to prolong
his stay.

Persons visiting Switzerland for business or other lucrative purposes must

ordinarily apply for a permit if they stay in Switzerland eight days or longer
within three months or, in case of repeated visits, thirty-two days or longer
within one year. This permit is ordinarily obtainable without difficulty.
3. A more cumbersome procedure is applicable to aliens intending to exercise as residents a lucrative activity in Switzerland. The prospective employer

must apply for a werk permit ('ArbeitsbewilligungV'permis de travail'). The
System is based on regulations providing for cantonal and Federal quotas
generally over a twelve-month period (as from November 1, 1979 7,000 respectively 3,000 permits). The permit policy is quantitatively restrictive but
endeavours to make a qualitative improvement of the labour market. Apart

from purely national aspects,there are several criteria for granting permits. One
concems management staff, qualified experts or employees with a key function inside a Company whose presence in Switzerland is likely to create job

opportunities for a considerable number of resident employees. Another important consideration for easier access of new enterprises is evidence that the
establishment or expansion of operations be of significant cantonal or regional
importance.

The regulations also provide for certain exceptions from applying for a regulär
residence permit. One relates to personnel that is employed In Switzerland for
no longer than three months in one year, enabling non-resident companies to
transfer temporarily key personnel to Switzerland for setting-up a Swiss subsidiary or branch or for control functions within Switzerland. Another exception Covers additional residence permits for a period of up to twelve months

with respect to executives or highly qualified experts of internationally inte-

grated companies for specific purposes. Generally, an intensive job rotation is
disadvantageous because of the necessity to undergo the permit procedure
basically in each case (an entity has no basic right to a share of a given quota).

4. Upon granting of the work permit, the employer must apply for a resi
dence permit ('Aufenthaltsbewilligung'/'permis de sejour') valid ordinarily for
one year. The residence permit does not necessarily cover the employee's family.

5. A permit for permanent residence ('NiederlassungsbewilligungV'permis
d'etablissement') is obtainable only after an extended stay in Switzerland
(ordinarily ten years, for nationals of certain countries five years).
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V. REFERENCE MATERIAL

1. List ofAbbreviations
AG Aktiengesellschaft (Joint Stock Corporation)
AHV Alters- und Hinterbliebenenversicherung (Old Age and Survivors Insurance)

AI

Assurance-invahdite (Disabiüty Insurance Plan)

AVS Assurance-vieillesse et survivants(Old Age and Survivors Insurance)
FTA

Federal Tax Administration

GmbH Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (Limited Liability Company)
IV

Invalidenversicherung (Disability Insurance Plan)

SA

Society ^onyme (Joint Stock Corporation)

Särl

Societe ä responsabilite Umitee (Limited Liability Company)

2. Statutes

- Obligationenrecht/Code des obligations, of March 30, 1911, as amended
- Wehrsteuerbeschluss/Arrete concemant l'impöt pour la ddfense nationale
of December 9, 1940, as amended

- Bundesgesetz über die Verrechnungssteuer/Loi föderale sur l'impöt anticipe, of October 13, 1965, as amended

- Bundesgesetz über die Stempelabgaben (StG/Loi föderale sur les droits de
timbre (LT), of June 27, 1973, as amended

- Bundesratsbeschluss betreffend Massnahmen gegen die ungerechtfertigte
Inanspruchnahme von Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen des Bundes/Arröte
du conseil federal instituant des mesures contre l'utilisation sans cause
legitime des Conventions conclues par la Confederation en vue d'eviter les
doubles impositions, of December 14, 1962, as amended.
Other Statutes are referred to in the text.
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- Swiss Contract Law (English Translation of Selected Official Texts),
Swiss-American Chamber of Commerce, Zürich 1977

- Swiss Corporation Law (English Translation of Official Text), American
Chamber of Commerce in Switzerland, Zürich 1974.
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